
WARNING: The disassembled product may contain small parts 
which pose a choking hazard to children under 3.

IMPORTANT: 

The owner’s manual contains safety, assembly, use and maintenance instructions. This product must be 
assembled by an adult who has read and understood these instructions. Keep the packaging away from 
children and dispose of all packaging before use.

For the installer and your children’s safety, it is important to fully read and understand the instructions and safety 
hazards before commencing the assembly of the product.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1.  Stable garden swing with plaited seat and a stable
    metal ring.
2. Dimensions after assembly approx. Ø 100cm x (H) 180cm
3. Seat and fastening rope made from skin-friendly, weather
    proof PE material.
4. Stable and durable mesh seat (Ø7mm) with metal ring on
    the outer side.
5. Stable suspension ropes (Ø 10mm, L180cm) with metal
    rings for secured fastening.
6. Weight load max.: 150kg.

1.  Please preserve this manual and the packing carefully for later
    reference. If you give this product to a third party remember to
    hand over this manual as well.
2. This product is NOT meant for commercial use, but is ONLY intended
    for domestic use. To be used only under the supervision of adults.
    Never leave your child unsupervised on the swing, in order to avoid
    the risk of falling down.
3. Follow the assembly and maintenance instructions, in order to
    prevent your child from falling, tumbling down and to prevent the
    tearing of ropes.
4. We recommend that you set up the swing on an even surface and
    maintain a distance of at least 2 m from other structures or
    obstacles, e.g. fence, garage, house, projecting branches,
    clotheslines or electric cables.
6. Not suitable for children below 3 years of age. Risk of strangulation!
7. Children below 3 years of age are still unable to maintain their
    balance.
8. Since children have different development patterns, please check
    beforehand if your child is able to maintain his balance.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:

• Always pay attention to the following points if the swing was not in
  use for a longer period (Especially at the beginning of a new
  season!).
• Lubricate all metal parts. Check all the caps on screws and sharp
  edges and replace them, if required.
• Check the swing seats, chains, ropes and other accessories for any
  signs of wear. If required, replace these as per the manufacturer’s
  instructions.
• Check the ropes and rings constantly for decay, wear and tear
  resistance. The best way to check this is to turn the ropes till their
  inside becomes visible! Check the knots regularly for tightness.
  Examine the wood regularly for decay and cracks.
• Also check if wood shavings are sticking out from the swing board.
  These should be abraded in order to avoid injuries. Do not expose
  the swing to the weather during longer periods of rain and in
  autumn / winter. Always replace defective parts with original spares.

MAINTENANCE:

• Check the quality / condition of the hooks, from which the swing is
  suspended, regularly. The screw-in hooks must be smooth in order
  to avoid friction and thereby material wear.
• Changes to the original toy (e.g. fixing an add-on part) must be
  made only as per the instructions of the manufacturer of the original
  toy.

ATTENTION

HOW TO TIE THE ROPE:

1. Feed the rope to the spidey web
   from inside.

2. Loop the short end of rope
   over the spidey web ring and
   then behind the main rope. This
   creates the first crossover (1).

Short 
End (1)

Short End

AUSTRALIAN CONSUMER LAW

Many of our products come with a guarantee or warranty from the 
manufacturer. In addition, they come  with guarantees that cannot be 
excluded under the Australian Consumer Law.  You are entitled to a 
replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any 
other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage.

You are entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods 
fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to 
a major failure. Full details of your consumer rights may be found at 
www.consumerlaw.gov.au.

Please visit our website to view our full warranty terms and conditions:
www.lifespankids.com.au/Warranty-Policy-Kids

3. Cross it over (1) then loop it
    back behind the web ring.
   (2) Cross over is created from
   inside.

4. Holding the short end rope,
    cross it back to the front over
    (2) and insert into (1) rope.

(1) (2)

(1)

(2)

5. Bring the ties together and pull
    both ends to tighten fully.
    Repeat for the other ropes.
    Check that all sides are even
    and adjust further where
    needed.

HOW TO TIE THE ROPE:

1. Loosen the main rope to your
   desired amount for shortening
   the rope.

2. Follow the loosened rope on
    the other side and pull it
    through.

Shorten Ropes (lengthening the ropes is the same steps but in 
reverse)

3. Follow the loosened rope (2) to
    the other side and pull it
    through.

4. Pull the final loosened rope (3)
    from the end of the rope.

5. Bring the ties together and pull
    both ends to tighten fully.
    Check that all sides are even
    and adjust further where
    needed.
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